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1| Intro, Abstract, Mission & Vision

At the highest level, Prophecy is a crypto project focused on sound economic underpinnings 
backed by community and socialization through highly adapted core products, services, and 
offerings. Prophecy is a network of participants that come to consensus on the state of its internal 
economic policy. Built of 2 core components. (a protocol & a token): Prophecy is proposing an 
alternative engine for the establishment of internal economic policy (PoCD). The Proof-of-
Committed-Decay engine is underpinned by the PRY token, which powers the transmission of 
value. The Prophecy protocol environment will be implemented as a suite of financial products 
operating under its economic regime. 

Abstract

1. Provide the most complete monetary policy, monetary unit for the storage & transference of 
value & a provable, preferable monetary environment.

2. Create highly social and communal products and services that operate to unite the total 
participant pool and encourage relationship building and enjoyment through the modification 
and evolution of core crypto products. Community is everything with Prophecy.

3. Empower its entire network of participants with a tool that secures & grows their economic 
predisoosition with a complete suite of financial products. 

Mission

With the overarching goal of establishing a monetary/fiscal policy that is orders of magnitude 
better than legacy financial systems: Prophecy aims to provide an economic ecosystem that 
doesn't suffer from global macro instability that fiat offerings or some other projects may suffer 
from.

One that actually works. 

Vision

Humanity is amidst the greatest socio-economic restructuring in history. Governments are losing 
the faith of their civilians crumbling under the weight of their own broken systems. 
Cryptocurrencies have removed the illusions of centrally planned money & emphasizes that 
Economic policies thus far have been built on sub-optimal monetary assets, faulty logic & 
inadequate data models. With the introduction of Crypto into the world economy people began to 
rehypothecate valueand finance as a whole. Cryptocurrency returned control over money back to 
the public.

Intro



Key Elements

Economics Consensus (PoCD)

2nd Generation consensus mechanism designed for monetary policy.

Source Staking

Granulating Operational Controls via Role & Commitment Discretion

BARE Tax

Velocity inducing socially driven incentive parameter.

Dynamic Burning

Fluctuating Supply Burning methodology established through a non /
minimally predictive procedure and algorithmic review of collective
communal participation within the entire Prophecy ecosystem.

Intrachain Dependencies

Adapting Economic Policy reflecting industry state via fundamental
network metric

Redemption

Removing Open market friction while expanding market reach &
industry accessibility via interface
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With the intention of providing an alternative monetary asset that supersedes all existing options, 
Prophecy had to take into account the core variables that define money when designing the PRY 
digital token. Monetary assets exist in three variants, each based on archetypal properties that 
are present in trade: medium of exchange, Unit of account, Store of value.

Monetary Theory

3| Monetary Theory

Here the PRY tokens design is highlighted. For an asset to serve as a money it must be easily 
accessible, portable. and fractionalized. Portability means the ease with which the assets owner 
can travel with it. Accessibility means the ease with which it can be put to use. Finally, fractionality 
means the ease with which any necessary amount can be made of a single unit. These three 
elements are immediately present in the PRY token given the flexible nature of digital assets.

Medium of Exchange

For an asset to serve as a store-of-value, it must inherently be able to maintain its claiming powers 
against other economic goods. However this is not so straightforward to implement. The price of 
goods in the global economy are a constantly moving target & in order to retain or grow value, an 
asset must perform as good or better than the global economic average. To ensure such 
capabilities in the PRY token, extensive measures have been taken to design of the PoCD system 
that allows the token to counter traditional market forces & policies.

Store Of Value

Valuation is a subjective concept that exists only in the presence of a contrasting environment. 
When measuring the value of an item, its price is determined based on what unit is being used to 
measure it in. When measuring arbitrary things such as size. 12 inches to a plumber would be 1 foot 
to a contractor which would be 12in/1ft to a supplier. When measuring more complex things such 
as monetary value, establishing the unit with which to measure it is difficult due to the expected 
instability of the overall environment. Prophet proposes the use of its asset as the universal unit of 
account given the robust consensus properties it inherits from the PoCO consensus model.

Unit Of Account

Bitcoin

Gold

Cash

Prophecy

x z

y

x z
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x =  Unit of Account
y =  Medium of Exchange
z =  Store of Value



Supply is a defining parameter of any economic model. The granulation of the five modules are 
used to ensure a sustainable growth curve of the assets monetary strength by adequately 
adjusting the economic policy to balance supply against a decay while maintaining strong enough 
incentives a disincentives. The Supply module can be provided in 3 general forms, Inflationary, 
deflationary & Fixed.

4| Monetary Theory

Inflationary models are an expanding policy 
focused on consistent dilution of the 
c i r c u l a t i n g  s u p p l y  i n  h o p e s  o f 
counterbalancing an ever growing population, 
increased spending, and stale supply. With 
centuries of economic collapse and socio-
political failure, inflationary models have been 
proven to be inadequate for the provision of 
sustainable economic policy for the dynamic 
demands of a global audience.

Inflationary

Being the oldest of models, fixed supply focuses on storing & accruing value via the failure of its 
surrounding models. Backed by the greatest amount of data, fixed supply has shown to be 
effective within the scope of value preservation yet fallen short as a means of exchange.

Traditionally monetary asset archetypes had been subjected to a trilemma which demanded 
tradeoffs: where the presence of a property was the direct presentation of another. Constraints 
such as the physical nature of a product where it sustains the capabilities to be transacted in.

Building on the success & failures of its predecessor models: Where deflation drives global supply 
to a fixed target and inflation happens at the local (worker)-level to incentivize long-term 
involvement. Prophecy implements this with a precise combination of Burning and
Staking.

Through the novel economic consensus & the nature as a digital asset, the PRY token circumvents 
the tradeoff trilemma and by designing its asset accounting for the presence of all the 3 properties 
harmoniously.

Fixed

Deflationary models propose systemic 
contraction of supply as a means to combat 
unit de-valuation. While good in theory, 
def lat ionary models runs the r isk of 
overwhelming demand emphasized by the 
woes of waning interest. (Too few assets are 
left and new entrants are excluded: which in 
turn drive burst of short term interest but 
disincentivizes long term asset accrual).

Deflationary

Inflationary

Deflationary

Fixed
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Burning
Energy is not Made. It is Transferred.
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At the core of the Prophecy model is burning. 
Burning is a deflationary approach to the 
control of supply policy that works by 
constantly removing assets from circulation. 
The theory behind burning is found in it's 
innate ability to combat unit devaluation in 
times of price stability, regardless of the assets 
counterparty trading unit. Burning within the 
Prophecy environment is a self regulating 
mechanism that amplifies supply constraint 
t h r o u g h  n o n - d e t e r m i n i s t i c - c yc l i c a l 
engagement.

Burning can be implemented through any 
trigger event, the most common burning 
events in the industry thus far can be broken 
down into 2 categories based on their triggers; 
chronic & transactional. In the chronic 
implementation, burning is an event that takes 
place after a certain amount of time elapses 
from prior burns. Typically, this is done weekly, 
monthly, or quarterly. This wide-spread 
deterministic systemic burning can be 
observed through the lens of industry leader 
Binance.

As per the unit appreciation & Market 
capitalization as per the example of Binance 
(BNB); however, this model of burning has also 
been identified to carry a weak point in their 
policy. Burning happens every ~3 months at a 
rate established through trading activity 
generated by the token; higher levels of 
activity translate to higher levels of burning & 
vise-versa.

Given that stakeholders can, with a high level 
of certainty, expect the next supply impact 
they have incentive to manipulate open market 
interest & taint natural price discovery. 
Inspecting the chart presented on the left 
there is weak correlation between each 
burning event and the price, however there is a 
high correlation found between the midpoint of 
burning events and the tokens reaction in 
price: price action spikes are prevalent (in 
either direction) at the halfway point of burns.

On the other side of this equation there are 
transactional burns; supply contraction that 
depends on the trigger event of a transaction 
taking place. Thus far the most popular 
example of this implementation is seen with 
XRP. The XRP network burns 0.00001 XRP 
every single time a transaction takes place 
(this substitutes network fees). The average 
network burning rate is found at ~25.000xrp 
per day, which translates to 9,125,000xrp 
removed annually. Given the network's total 
supply of 99,990,867,835xrp, it would take 
upwards of 10.000 years for supply to seize 
existing. While the network is expected to 
steadily increase its burn rate with time, with a 
runway 5x longer than humanities calendar 
year, there has been no meaningful correlation 
found between the assets burning & its price.

Leveraging the histories of these two systems 
& adapting their successes & failures, 
Prophecy has arrived at a burning model that 
uses both triggers as burn rate indicators.
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Burning events are set to be chronic, happening at the end of every month (30 days /172,800 Eth 
block period). The burn rate is established by accounting for the activity of the PRY token, while it 
is not reliant on transactionality, it is influenced by it. Additionally, traditional burning removes an 
according amount of supply from every account balance, Prophet burning is weighted; where 
assets are burned based on their relative to their associated accounts degree of inactivity**.

Burn Rate
is

Established

Network
Account State
is Established

Active
is

Halted

All Activity
is

Resumed

Burn Rate
stored for

POCD

Network
Account State

is Updated

December 31, 2020

11:59 PM

Circulating Supply :
100,000,000

Total Holders :
1,000,000

Holder Unit Balance :
100

Unit Value : $1

Network Value :
$100,000,000

January 1, 2021

12:00 AM

Circulating Supply :
90,000,000

Total Holders :
1,000,000

Holder Unit Balance :
90

Unit Value : $1.11

Network Value :
$100,000,000

BURN ENDS BURN BEGINS

10% of Total
Circulating Supply

is reduced

10,000,000 units
are removed from

circulation

10% of each
account balance

is reduced

10% balance
removed from
each holders

# of Holders remains the same $ price network
is the same % of Burn Rate Policy is 10%

# of Holders remains the same $ price network
is the same % of Burn Rate Policy is 10%
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Staking
Appropriating Energy to Sources.
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One of the greatest innovations in the economic consensus process of the Prophecy Project is 
within the Staking module; Welcome to source-staking.

Staking in typical predecessor environments falls into two general categories. Open & Semi 
Permissioned. Open is Pure staking, where an unlimited amount of anonymous actors can join in & 
secure a network ad hoc. Semi-Permissioned is a Delegated model, where a hierarchy exists. 
Source-Staking belongs to the Open-staking lineage with adaptations from the Semi 
Permissioned Model. Traditional staking specifies discretionary length economic commitment, 
whereas "Source-staking confines the possible time lengths within staking cycles. "Source-
Staking” introduces the 3 new concepts of: Confinement Limit, Role Discretion, and avoidance 
incentive.

As mentioned above, "source-staking" employs a cyclicism in its model. 
The cyclicism confines open-ended parameters to an end point. The 
open-ended parameters in staking apply to the time an entity stakes for & 
the entities that are able to stake. Source-staking puts a maximum bound 
on the amount of token holders that are able to stake at any given moment 
& the length of time they can stake for. This translates to increased 
participation of stakeholders.

Confinement
Limitation

In traditional staking environments participants that stake do so with the 
purpose of filling a role to help with block production (packing 
block/verifying transaction/publishing blocks). Staking participants in 
Prophets environment abide by the same logic, where they stake in order 
to supplement a role in the system. However, under the monetary premise 
of Prophet, these roles have been adapted according to their economic 
impact on the system.

While incentivizing actors for good behaviour is quintessential to a crypto 
network, disincentives are no less impactful. The PoCD mechanisms core 
function is established through a factoring of the projects staking state & 
applying it to assets based on activity.

Role
Discretion

Avoidance
Incentives

Staking rewards for Prophecy varies according to their source. Staking 
rewards are quintessential to helping bootstrap and secure a crypto 
system. To disseminate supply as quickly & efficiently as possible; again in 
turn helps determine a more accurate rate for the global burning 8 staking 
parameters.

Rewards

Rewards in Prophecy are not constrained to a single token; rather, rewards are earned based on 
the role & nature of the reward extraction. For instance, GovStaking entitles users to claims on 
future Governance tokens. The exact rewards for the governance tokens are determined 
according to how much stake is committed per epoch, how many epochs are committed, the state 
of the ecosystem at the time of staking, etc. Additionally, Prophecy seeks to maximize its network 
of participants exposure to value through the implementation of an NFT based rewards scheme 
that will be engaged at a later stage in the projects lifecycle, as well as PRY and ETH rewards.
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PoCD
Proof of Commttied Decay.



Staking rate

External
Meta-metric

Burn rate

Velocity
Open market
interest
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Derived from primitives found in natural life (entropy & psycho-social behavior) PoCD, or Proof-of-
Commited Decay, is a consensus mechanism designed to establish an alternative economic 
policy based on favorable concepts underlying Keynesian, Hyakian, MMT & cryptocurrency 
economics.

Consensus is the coming to agreement on a specific point of information by a group of distributed 
independent actors. In Cryptocurrency. consensus is the mechanism used to establish a single 
version of the truth as to a network's state (also known as a ledger). Typically consensus 
mechanisms are designed to secure technology & establish transactional validity, but ignores the 
mechanism that attributes value to the asset that fuels the network. While Traditional consensus 
mode is such as PoW/PoS handle state related functions; PoCD acts as an added layer on top 
traditional consensus models baking in enhanced economic properties.

The PoCD engine which underpins the economic logic is built of three dependencies; Burning, 
Staking, Market Response; which are further refined into 5 modules.

In an attempt to maximize PoCD economic logic, each of its modules are granulated based on a 
variety of different factors. Mechanisms with an overlap in granulation represent a degree of 
dependencies on one another and thus create a progressive feedback loop in themselves. With 
the exception of “External Meta-Metrics", all of the modules are to some degree reliant on one 
another.
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Burn Rate

The Burn Rate is a key component in Prophecy project. It is used to define the speed at which 
assets on the network are removed from circulation. Opting for a fixed rate creates a false sense of 
determinism, whereas a dynamic burn rate creates a flexible data point that can be used to model 
behavioral aspects relating to value retention.

Stake Rate

The Stake Rate determines the incentives rewards that are distributed to active participants of 
the network. While higher levels of staking is typically seen as an attractive offer, low levels of 
staking expresses high levels of interest. Given that staking is a form of commitment to the 
network.

OMI/Open Market Interest

Open market interest is a gauge of the PRY tokens economic footprint on the industry. Taking into 
account that the industry is plagued with manipulations (price, volume, etc) Open Market Interest 
holds a very modest weight on the system. 

Velocity

Velocity is the measure of the speed of exchange of an asset, which indirectly expresses the 
length a token holder possesses the asset. It is a natural metric used to help establish a clear 
picture as to the level of Commitment from involved actors. 

Meta Metrics

Prophecy realizes the current consumer paradigm in the crypto industry is a catch 22. Majority of 
users that enter crypto assets outside of BTC, ETH, & USDT do so with the intentions to make a 
profit and exit back into the aforementioned three. Moreover, bootstrapping a network demands 
extreme levels of certainty around security and intrinsic value. Prophet anchors its economic 
parameter based on the feedback that dictate the health of mature market contingent networks. 
By doing so, Prophecy inherits a degree of certainty as to the viability of a lively growth system. 
(Given the vital role of meta metrics module and its impact on the system, it has been planned for 
deployment after the successful establishment of the prior 4 modules.)

Burn Rate

- External Meta
Metrics

- Stake Rate

- Previous Epoch’s
Stake Rate

- Previous Epoch’s
Burn Rate

- External Meta Metrics

- Burn Rate

- Open market
Interest

- Redemption
Activity

- Previous Epoch’s
Stake Rate

- Previous Epoch’s
Burn Rate

- Available Liquidity

- Volume

- Token Address

- Redemption
Activity

- Circulating
Supply

- BTC Hashrate

- ETH Hashrate

- BTC Market Cap

- ETH Market Cap

- BTC Volume On
-Chain

- Length of
Account

Balancing

- Open Market
Internet

- Burn Rate

Staking Rate
Open Market

Interest
Velocity

External
Meta-Metrics
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Governance
Ownership, Commitment, Responsibility.
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The Prophecy project wi l l  undergo a 
progressive decentralization structural model. 
At the early stages of the project the founding 
members will be tasked with responsibility to 
develop, promote & realize Prophecy & its PRY 
token. However, as a community oriented & 
owned good, the ultimate goal is to transfer full 
ownership to the community. As the project 
matures and certain milestones are achieved 
incremental degrees of ownership will be 
disseminated through its participants.

Governance within Prophecy entitles its users 
to have a degree of influence over the direction 
of the projects progression. Owning the 
governance token allows for submitting 
proposals for improvements, voting on 
pending proposals, adjusting rates, collecting 
fees from the network, enhancing exposure 
through compounded dual-staking, among 
other things.

Typically governance is directly dependent on 
exposure to underlying asset: which in turn 
creates the dissonance experienced in 
traditional finances (the wealthy supersede 
the less fortunate). In an effort to dispel the 
shortcoming of traditional governance 
structures, governance within Prophecy is 
based on a weighted token modification.

The influence a single entity has over 
governance depends on a combination of 
three distinct, yet interrelated variables; those 
variables are:
• Token Count (the amount of tokens)
• Network Participation (the activities users 

commit to the network)
• Length of Token Ownership (the duration. 

commitment in time of token holders).

The total supply as well as, the 
appropr ia te  governance 
structure nuances wil l  be 
defined over the course of time 
t h r o u g h  c o m p l i m e n t a r y 
documentation (and/or other
m e a n s )  b a s e d  o n  t h e 
performance of the project as 
a while.



Token name

Prophet Token

Ticker

PRY

Structure

Dual-Tier

Supply Model

Deflationary

Supply Policy

Contracting

Total Supply

200,000,000

Target Supply

Deterministic

Decimals

18

Platform

Ethereum

Standard

ERC-20

Class

Utility/Governance

Security

Keccak-256

Throughput

15/tps

Settlement

~30 sec

Distribution
Incentives/Rewards

Emission

State-determined

Consensus

PoCD

Logic

Greatest Commitment

Finality
Instant

Primitive

Burning

P

0.0
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Tokenomics

prophecy
project.io

All of the network's activity is denominated in the native PRY token, therefore ownership of the 
token is required to participate. PRY acts as a vehicle to capture the value generated through 
utilization of the network. The value referred to here is a meta-property created as a result of 
supply vs. demand.
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50% | Liqudity/Rewards 10% | Team Reserves

15% | Audits, Marketing,
             Partnerships

25% | Presale

10% of the tokens have been reserved for the
founding & contributing team members.
Tokens are vested over course of one year.

Half of the token supply has been allocated
for the purposes of market making &
incentivizing user participation in the
staking module.

A portion of the token supply (15%)
has been allocated for the purposes
of propelling the project through its
operational demands.

A quarter of the entire token supply
wi l l  be  d is t r ibuted  to  ear ly
participants through a private sale

Distribution

Supply Burn vs. Month

Burn Rate vs. Burn Event Unit Value vs. Supply
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Prophet Pools
Majority. Priority.
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Prophet Pools are rapidly deployed & finalized micro-events that take place on the Prophecy 
network. A prophet pool is a reward driven event in which a pre-determined amount of actors 
enter into randomized drawings with predefined entry & closure parameters.

Parameter 1
Participant limit

Parameter 2
Ante

Parameter 3
Success Rate

Larry goes to the Prophet Pool portal & sees 3 open pools; A, K and X. 
Pool A has a participant limit of 10 people, an anty of 100 PRY tokens, with 90% success rate.
Pool K has a participant limit of 10 people, an anty of 100 PRY tokens. with a 80% success rate.
Pool X has a participant limit of 10 people, an anty of 100 PRY tokens, with a 70% success rate.

Calculating the possible outcomes of participating in the pools results for Larry as such;
Pool A - total required entry 100 (+fees) = 10% chance loose 100/ 90% chance collect 100
Pool K - total  required entry 100 (+fees) = 20% chance loose 100 / 80% chance collect 123
Pool X - total required entry too (+fees) = 30% chance loose 100 / 70% chance collect 142

Prophet Pool Simulation
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Prophet Pools determined outcomes through a randomization target. Taking the 10 participant 
addresses as inputs, the system randomly selects the MAJ/FEW according to the success rate. 
Being Smart Contract, the pools are unaware of their own states, thus they need something to 
prompt them. In order to satisfy the decentralized properties of a fair market, this is done through 
a Randomization engine that is feed through an oracle solution. 

Initially, Prophet Pools will launch with a small number of standard variants deployed operated by 
the Prophecy foundation. The variants are all variable participant limits. 

However, as governance strengthens & the project progresses through phases of 
decentralization, users will be allowed to create & operate their own Pools under their own 
parameter specifications.

Prophet Pools will eventually allow user creation and value manipulation, such as the win 
percentage, entry input, and total participant limit. Additionally, Prophecy will implement custom 
lobbies, custom invite widgets that live update, and other socialized features to the Prophet Pools 
to increasingly gamify the product and service.

Prophet Pools have been designed with counter-party risk mitigation in the form of hierarchical 
re-claiming rights 

Prophet Pools will feature 'Second Chance Pools' comprising of only losing participants as a risk 
mitigation for those that lose their initial Prophet Pool.

***
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Redemption
Closing the Gap of Discovery.
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Distribution & adoption are known to be the core most principles in the cryptocurrency industry, it 
is of utmost importance to establish channels a method which can maximize the two variables. 
Distribution falls into two sects of its own based on the model used for token extraction 
(Competition {PoW} or Cooperation {PoS}). Under the Prophecy projects staking premise, 
Prophecy is a cooperative system that relies on coordination on behalf of its involved actors to 
promote the project & distribute its vehicle of value. However, staking alone will not satisfy the 
widely-varied adaptations of the existing & incoming users. Staking is mildly more complex & 
demanding in its nature than the average non-technical, non- financially educated audience is 
equipped to handle. Therefore. Prophecy has implemented a new method of distribution that is 
aimed at generating value from its users in the form of participation. Redemption.

Redemption is an interface where users are able to accumulate the PRY token via a hybrid 
swap/faucet implementation. It is hard coded with a few restrictive parameters such as: a limit to 
how many PRY tokens are available every 24 hours (5,760 ETH blocks): a limit to how many tokens 
can be accumulated by any single account address (a percentage of the existing Redemption 
pools total balance for the current epoch); and so on.

1. Redemption is an interface where users are able to come accumulate the PRY token via a 
hybrid swap/faucet implementation. Rather than navigating the technically demanding 
exchanges, users can do simple "1-click" commitments for participation.

2. The Redemption center tracks the open market trading price of the PRY token and allows users 
to purchase it. in the range of 10 - 100 pips below market price. This is done so as a means by 
which to circumvent the fees users incur when buying on exchanges. Moreover, a lower price 
point incentives used to come claim the token from the Redemption center, which includes 
participating in governance decisions for the network.

3. Whenever a user is extracting their tokens through the Redemption center they are prompted 
to answer a poll with questions about the direction of the project & other micro nuances that 
help guide the projects direction & establish a social consensus on the state of its current 
operations.

4. Since the highest calling for the network in terms of services from the community is staking, 
whenever PRY tokens are claimed the claiming users will have the option to automatically 
stake them. Doing so will remove friction and disambiguate the process for newer participants 
in the crypto industry, streamlining greater staking likelihood.

5. Every transaction conducted through the Redemption center will take 80% of the incoming 
funds and automatically allocate them to AMM for the provision of liquidity on Decentralized 
Exchanges. This creates a positive feedback loop for the token. 

B
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Users can 
accumulate PRY 
tokens without 

having to have any 
trading experience

Users can 
accumulate PRY 
tokens at lower 
prices than the 
market average

Users provide value 
to the Prophecy 

network in the form 
of Participation

Tokens bought 
through the 

Redemption center 
can be 

automatically 
staked

Assets brought into 
the ecosystem 

through redemption 
are used for 

balancing Liquidity
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Philanthropy
Building the planet we want to inherit

to our children and theirs.
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Prophecy is building out a philanthropic arm of 
the project that will work to directly benefit 
various charities through donation systems 
and logistical support for crypto onboarding. 
Community is one of the central underpinnings 
of everything Prophecy does  —  from active 
consideration of future development projects, 
to our ethos in communal interactions in our 
Telegram and other social media sites. 
Everything that Prophecy breathes involves 
some deep level of community and public/ 
supporter interaction.

Research and development has begun on 
establishing a philanthropic branch of the 
project  —  embedded within the project 
ecosystem  —  that will eventually result in 
charitable endeavours being undertaken and 
facilitated by Prophecy with the intent of 
raising funds for charities and causes 
proposed (and eventually voted upon) by our 
community.

While we are still in the very early stages of this 
vision, we are keen on expanding to as many 
use-cases as possible, and providing a 
charitable output achieves just that. This 
additional focus provides more usages for the 
$PRY token, while benefiting our community 
(and the communities around our supporters) 
in a positive manner. We've been warmed by 
the response so far, including charity 
suggestions, and we are looking forwards to 
working with our community to collectively 
decide on the charities that will benefit from 
the collective efforts.

In a world of questionable anonymous DeFi 
projects, Prophecy embodies the other side of 
that spectrum  —  we're trailblazing ethical 
anonymous DeFi, and we're excited to have the 
support of such a vocal, active community for 
endeavours such as this.

Initial, early-stage ideas

• Again, we are in the early stages of our 
research and development, however a few 
ideas we are  cons ider ing for  th is 
philanthropic branch include:

• A split-off/ set aside merch lineup that will 
directly benefit charity  —  all profits, after 
the costs of production are covered, will be 
allocated to a charity wallet and distributed 
to a crypto-accepting charity of the 
communities choice. We are working 
alongside Origin Protocol (Dshop) for our 
merch.

• A dedicated section of our website where 
supporters can put forward charities for 
consideration, and charities put forwards 
can be voted upon by our community 
members to be the focus of our next 
charitable raise (charities will rotate 
regularly).

• A dedicated live tally of the amount raised 
by our community for charity, continually 
updated in real-time for donations made 
and proceeds provided by methods such as 
the charity merchandise.

• Potential special, limited edition NFT 
integration that provides X % allocation to 
the previously mentioned charitable wallet.

• A direct portal for supporters to donate 
straight to the charitable wallet, should 
they wish (with potential support for a wide 
range of cryptocurrencies, including $PRY, 
ETH and BTC, among others).

• Prophecy is also in early discussions about 
setting aside a set Prophecy token 
allocation to partially match donations 
made in $PRY tokens — our supporters will 
always be able to donate in ETH, but if they 
decide to donate in any ERC-20 that will be 
automatically converted to $PRY, or with 
$PRY itself from the outset, we are looking 
into a percentage match from our total 
token allocation to further support our 
charitable partners.

https://www.originprotocol.com/en/dshop
https://www.originprotocol.com/en/dshop
https://www.originprotocol.com/en/dshop
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“Community Driven  —  Future Focused. 
That's how we do it at Prophecy.
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• We are looking into developing a crypto 
donation asset pack for charitable partners 
so that, should they be inexperienced in 
receiving crypto donations, we will be 
educating them on all the basics, tax 
considerations for the benefits of receiving 
crypto donations, and key tips on how to 
keep their donation wallet safe and secure 
(they will be the only ones with the 
keys  —  at the point of donation handoff, 
Prophecy will have no access to donations 
made for added security). We will aim to 
develop a professional, digestible PDF and 
document pack to provide to our charitable 
partners to ensure they can sufficiently 
receive, manage and use their crypto 
donations to benefit all the hard work they 
deliver. We will also endeavour to provide 
continual support where needed to our 
ongoing charity partners to answer any 
questions they might have about dealing 
with crypto.

Eventually, we want the philanthropic side of 
Prophecy to naturally integrate within 
everything we do as an available option —  the 
option to donate or support charitable 
endeavours always being present to our 
supporters, and new releases we are working 
on having consideration for charitable 
integration at some point in their lifespan.

Our immediate focus is providing basic 
provisions for charitable support, such as 
charitable merch with profits being allocated 
to a charitable wallet, and an online portal to 
keep track of total community donations.

This is just a small way we're working hard to 
give back to the community, to give back to 
those organisations that mean something to 
you  —  our supporters  —  and we're excited to 
expand the use-case of $PRY to facilitate this, 
alongside the whole host of additional features 
we are releasing, like our highly anticipated 
flagship product 'Prophet Pools', liquidity 
farming, additional staking, and a bunch of 
unannounced surprises on the horizon.

All of these philanthropic ventures and 
approaches will be on the blockchain and 
therefore trackable to the eventual point of 
donation to charitable partners. We will also be 
developing a deep, intuitive UI and UX for our 
supporters to quickly and easily view, from 
anywhere on the Prophecy ecosystem, total 
tokens raised, current charities being 
supported, testimonies from charities we have 
supported and who have benefited from our 
communal donations, and a dashboard to 
suggest and vote for upcoming charities to 
consider and support.

Prophecy is working hard to create a future-
proof ecosystem fit for every aspect of life, 
from yield generation to socialisation and 
community, charity to entertainment.
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